Data Steward, £Competitive + Benefits

Aksd

Data. Everyone is talking about it.

We haven’t just jumped on that bandwagon, we are creating a green shoots environment where you can build our data capability from scratch. We are embarking on an exciting journey to unlock the value of data to build better games, enrich player experiences and ultimately contribute even more than the £36m that goes towards good causes up and down our fine nation every week.

The roles will be split between our offices in Watford and London.

Why Camelot?

We are a games business with serious growth ambitions and have just delivered our best year ever of £7.6bn in revenues, enabling us to give £35m a week to good causes and believe the best way to deliver games customers love to play is by creating a fast, innovative and fun place people love to work.

How you’ll make a difference

We’ve got data. Lots of it. This role is crucial in the availability and governance of our data. You’ll play a big part in road mapping activities with a focus capturing the right data on players, our retailers, and results – while ensuring we have the policies and quality controls in place.

What you’ll bring to the table

- You got the skills – we want to see proven experience in Data Governance Programmes: defining and auditing standards, establishing and monitoring data quality initiatives and ensuring compliance with external regulations (e.g. Data Protection Act / General Data Protection Regulation);
- Great smarts – we’d love to see BA’s / MA’s in Information Technology, Computer Science, Engineering or a related field;
- Knowledge and experience in business modelling as well as how the data aligns with the overall business objectives, vision and goals;
- Ability to analyse the current state, define the desired future state, and outline the projects needed to close the gap;
- Ability to work in a fast-paced multidisciplinary environment as new data sources emerge, new business challenges arise and the world is constantly changing;
- Ability to advise senior management in clear language about the implications of poor data governance;
- Understanding of how a business and strategy works;
- Demonstrable experience of working in cross functional teams to co-ordinate information between departments;
- Experience and familiarity in Data Warehousing, Data Integration, ETL based platforms, and overall data analysis.
- Experience guiding Data Architects, subject matter experts, and Business Analysts
- Excellent interpersonal, organisation, and project management skills with the ability to give clear and consistent instructions to team members, and to lead, motivate and supervise project and/or working teams;
What we’ll give you

How about a day a month dedicated to your personal development? That’s right, we’ll give you 12 dedicated days to help you grow with us! We’re also offering a competitive annual bonus, 26 days of holiday goodness and a rather generous pension scheme (for those planning a better tomorrow!).